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Levels of linguistic description

� Phonetics

� Phonology

� Morphology

� Lexicon

� Syntax

� Semantics

� Pragmatics

� Psycholinguistics

� …linguistics (socio, neuro, patho, …)



Phonetics

� Scientific study of spoken language

� Basic conditions and constraints of human speech production and 
perception

� How are speech sounds produced and perceived?

� anatomy and physiology

� speech production, phonation, articulation

� speech acoustics, speech signal

� speech perception

� Articulatory Phonetics, Acoustic Phonetics, Auditory-Perceptual 
Phonetics, Neurophonetics



Speech production organs

[Reetz,1999]



Speech production organs

[Reetz,1999]



Speech production organs

[Reetz,1999]



Phonation – the voice source

silent breathing speaking (voiced) whispering



Articulation – the vocal tract

Vocal tract geometry (tongue position)
of some English vowels



Acoustic Phonetics

Sound pressure waves 
of the first three formants
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Acoustic speech signal



Auditory system



Auditory system



Language processing areas in the brain



Phoneticians

� What do phoneticians actually do?

� we observe how people say things

� we describe spoken language at the level of pronunciation

� we measure pronunciation events

� we model pronunciation behavior

� we explain the communicative contribution of pronunciation 
patterns

� we construct theories, hypotheses and models of phonetic events 
– and we test them experimentally



Phoneticians and speech sounds

� What are the vowels of English (and German and …) like?

� "The cat sat on the mat." 

SBE: ??     GA: ??     German: ??

� "The computer is broken."

SBE: ??     GA: ??     German: ??

� Can you hear the differences?

� Can you describe the differences?

� Can you say why there are differences?



Phoneticians and speech sounds

� What are the consonants of English (and German and …) like?

� "The cat sat on the mat." 

SBE: ??     GA: ??     German: ??

� "The computer is broken."

SBE: ??     GA: ??     German: ??

� Can you hear the differences?

� Can you describe the differences?

� Can you say why there are differences?



Phonetic transcription - IPA

� Phonetic transcription (German, standard text)

� "Einst stritten sich Nordwind und Sonne…"

� [ˈʔaɪns ʃtʁɪtn zɪç ˈnɔɐtvɪnt ʊnt ˈzɔnə]

� IPA = International Phonetic Association

� aim: universal phonetic alphabet, capable of describing all speech 
sounds of all languages

� aim: universal classification systems for all speech sounds

� founded in Paris in 1886

� last revision: Kiel 1989 (alphabet 1995/96)



IPA: vowels



IPA: consonants



German vowels



German consonants



Vowels and consonants: perception

� We don't identify the individual speech sounds as they reach our ears

� The syllable (C*VC*) is probably the smallest unit of speech 
perception

� The consonants by themselves contribute less than the vowels by 
themselves to our understanding of a spoken utterance (because they 
don't form syllables!?)
(but they contribute more to the understanding of an utterance if 
there is one unchanging vowel than the vowels do with one 
unchanging consonant!)

� What about written vowels and consonants?



Written vowels and consonants

� __e   _ea__e_    _o_e_a__    _o_   _o_o__o_:
_a__e_    __ou_y  i_   __e    _o__i__    _i__ 
a   _e_    _u__y    __e___   i_    __e   a__e__oo_.



Written vowels and consonants

� Th_    w__th_r    f_r_c_st    f_r    t_m_rr_w: 

r_th_r   cl__d_   _n  th_   m_rn_ng  w_th 

_  f_w   s_nn_   sp_lls   _n   th_    _ft_rn__n.



Written vowels and consonants

� The weather forecast for tomorrow:                              
rather cloudy in the morning with                               
a few sunny spells in the afternoon.

� but cf. speech:

� only consonants

� only vowels

� original



Written vowels and consonants

� The information in the vowels is greater, but we need the temporal 
structure (the rhythm) of the utterance

� Speech rhythm: a compound of syllable structure and the weight 
(duration, prominence) of vowels

� Speech demo:

� only vowels, without silences

� only vowels, with silences

� only vowels, monotonous

� original



Connected speech

� We perceive connected speech by chunks

� Syllables are prominent vowels surrounded by (less prominent) 
consonants

� Sentences are built from phrases that are built from words that are 
built from syllables that are built from vowels that are surrounded by 
consonants

� Prosody (intonation, duration, intensity) helps make important chunks 
more prominent than others



Connected speech

� "The president will be elected for a period of four years."

� Speech:

� natural, connected

� chain of isolated words

� natural, silences between words

� chain of isolated words, no silences

� isolated vs. connected function words

� Production effort reflects importance of words 
(longer+louder+unreduced = more care and effort)



Phoneticians and speech corpora

� We make recordings of spoken language

� choice of type of speech, speaker, and signal

� choices determine our analysis

� speech type: basic sound types, precise vs. casual speech; 
monolog, discourse, dialog

� speaker type (e.g., regional or "standard" speakers)

� signal type (acoustic=microphone, electromyographic, 
physiological, neurological, EGG, EPG, MEG, fMRI)

� signal type determines experimental set-up: only the acoustic 
signal allows natural recordings



Tools

� Popular speech analysis software

� Praat (www.praat.org, by Paul Boersma & David Weenink, 
Phonetics Amsterdam)

� WaveSurfer (www.speech.kth.se/wavesurfer/, by scientists at 
Stockholm Technical University - KTH)

� ESPS/Xwaves (now available again for Unix/Linux)

� Other popular tools

� sox – audio format conversion

� R statistics software (http://cran.r-project.org/) 

� Matlab, HTK, FSM



Applications

� Understanding the mechanisms of speech, i.e. the processes of 
production and perception, is indispensable for work on

� foreign language teaching and learning

� pronunciation dictionaries

� speech pathology and disorders, clinical phonetics

� forensic phonetics

� speech technology (automatic speech recognition, speech 
synthesis, speech-to-speech translation, dialog systems)



Suggested readings

� Victoria Fromkin, Robert Rodman, Nina Hyams (92011): An 
Introduction to Language. Wadsworth. Chapter 4.                 
[covers basic articulatory phonetics only]

� John Clark, Colin Yallop, Janet Fletcher (32007): An Introduction to 
Phonetics and Phonology. Blackwell.

� IPA (ed.) (1999): Handbook of the International Phonetic Association. 
Cambridge University Press. http://www.arts.gla.ac.uk/IPA/index.html



Suggested exercises

� Try to find long lists of monosyllabic rhymes, viz. monosyllabic words 
differing only in the initial consonant(s) (e.g., rat/bat/spat/... or 
hand/band/stand/...). Try to find rhymes for all English vowels. 

� For each consonant in the table for German (slide 22), try to find 
three words: one with the respective sound in initial, one in final and 
one in medial position (e.g., [m]: Mann, kam, Hammer). Which 
sounds do not occur in some position(s)?

� Exercises 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 11, 17 in Fromkin et al. p. 221ff.

� Read aloud the text in exercise 8, p. 223



Thanks!


